Quantitative aspects of transduction in an electroreceptor organ studied by means of experimental manipulation of the interspike interval.
The interspike interval histogram of spontaneously firing electroreceptor organs of freshwater catfish (Ictalurus nebulosus LeS.) fits well with the probability density function of a gamma distribution. The shape parameter r of this probability density function can be used as a measure for the firing threshold of the spike generator, and the scale parameter lambda provides a measure for the input rate of synaptic quanta. Here, we have studied the physiological meaning of the two parameters of the fitted gamma probability density function by manipulating the mean firing rate. This was done in two ways: "frequency clamp" stimulation and a change in temperature. Frequency clamp stimulation, compensating for adaptation of the response, keeps the afferent firing rate at a fixed value for a limited period. We show that within such a period not only the mean spike rate remains constant, but these spike trains can be regarded as renewal series: the spike generator is functionally uncoupled from the frequency-dependent parts of the transduction path. Concerning the gamma parameters, two types of responses are found: at strong excitation lambda increases, r does not change; with small stimuli r is inversely proportional to the stimulus strength, lambda remains unchanged. This is difficult to explain when stimulus transduction acts via the synaptic input rate only. Stimulation seems to influence the firing threshold of the spike generator directly. At strong inhibition a regular firing pattern suddenly takes over; the major part of the variability suddenly disappears from the spike train. A change in temperature causes a shift in lambda (Q10 approximately 2.3), but not in r. This points to a temperature effect on the input rate only.